The envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam in a uniformfocusing magnetic field are studied. In particular, by linearizing the generalized beam envelope equations, the eigenmodes of small-amplitude envelope oscillations are calculated for a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam oscillating about its equilibrium.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-intensity charged-particle beams are widely used in basic scientific research and industries [1, 2] . One important aspect in the research and development of high-intensity beams is the determination of the equilibrium and stability properties of such systems.
For the simplest focusing configuration with an applied uniform-focusing magnetic field, it is well known [3] that there exist a wide variety of azimuthally symmetric beam equilibria in which beams propagate axially along the applied magnetic field and rotate azimuthally with certain internal flow velocity profiles. Some of these equilibria are stable in the context of collisionless non-neutral plasmas [3, 4] . Recently, it has been shown [5, 6] that in this focusing configuration, there also exists a new class of cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam equilibria. In the cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam equilibrium, the transverse beam cross-section is elliptic, and it rotates as the beam propagates along the applied magnetic field. The internal flow velocity profile is a combination of both the elliptical-like rotating f low and quadrupole-like flow.
Applications of corkscrewing elliptic beams include beam manipulations [7, 8] such as orienting beam ellipses at the interaction point in a high-energy collider [9] or at a heavy ion fusion target [10] .
In this paper, we analyze t he envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam about its equilibrium in a uniform-focusing magnetic field. In particular, by linearizing the generalized beam envelope equations, we determine the eigenmodes of small-amplitude envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam about its equilibrium, and show that all of the eigenmodes are stable.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we present an alternative representation for the generalized beam envelope equations governing a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam equilibrium for an intense charged-particle beam propagating in a linear focusing channel consisting of solenoidal and quadrupole magnets. In Sec. III, we specialize to the case where only a uniform-focusing magnetic field is present, obtain two branches of equilibrium solutions to the beam envelope equations, and study the equilibrium flow characteristics in both branches. In Sec. IV, we carry out a linear analysis of the perturbations about the equilibrium solutions, determine the eigenmodes of small-amplitude envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam about its equilibrium, and compare with results of the numerical integration of the generalized envelope equations. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.
II. GENERALIZED BEAM ENVELOPE EQUATIONS
In this section, we review cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptical beam equilibria discovered recently [5, 6] 
where ( ) ( ) It has been shown in the paraxial approximation that there exists a class of solutions to steady-state cold-fluid equations [5, 6] , which, in general, describes corkscrewing elliptic beam equilibria for ultrahigh-brightness, space-charge-dominated b eam propagating through the applied focusing magnetic field defined in Eq. (1). The generalized beam envelope equations are [5, 6] ( )
In Eqs. (2)-(6),
is the focusing parameter for the uniformfocusing magnetic field,
is the normalized self-field perveance, and the variables ( ) 
is the relativistic mass fa ctor.
It proves to be convenient to transform Eqs. (2)-(6) to a more symmetric form by
ds dx x
ds dx x 
Furthermore, it is convenient to express Eqs. (13)-(16) in terms of the following firstorder differential equations: x , x , x and ( )
, respectively, and the angle θ becomes a slaved variable and can be integrated from Eq. (17). It is interesting to point out that these solutions represent two different types of equilibrium flow. Indeed, according to Refs. 5 and 6, the equilibrium beam density and flow velocity are given by 
III. SOLUTION TO THE BEAM ENVELOPE EQUATIONS
for branch A, and ( , the beam becomes round, recovering the well-known rigid-rotor equilibrium [3, 4] .
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
To determine the stability properties of the steady-state solutions in Eqs. (24) and (25) or Eqs. (31)-(33), we linearize equations (18)-(23) to obtain 
A. Eigenvalues for Branch A
For branch A, the eigenvalue equation
can be expressed as
Therefore, the eigenvalues are: .
, which is in agreement with the expression for the eigenvalue 5 λ (or 
, which means that branch B is also stable. Associated with the eigenvalues 3 λ and 4 λ in Eq.
(41) are the in-phase eigenmode oscillations in which the envelopes a and b oscillate exactly in phase, whereas the eigenmodes associated with the eigenvalues 5 λ and 6 λ correspond to the out-of-phase oscillations. . The frequency of the oscillations in Fig. 4 is
which in agreement with the expression for the eigenvalue 5 λ (or 6 λ ) given in Eq. (41).
V. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam in an applied uniform-focusing magnetic field. In particular, an alternative representation was presented for the generalized beam envelope equations governing a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam equilibrium for an intense charged-particle beam propagating in a linear focusing channel consisting of solenoidal and quadrupole magnets. For the case of a uniform-focusing magnetic field, two branches of equilibrium solutions to the beam envelope equations were obtained, and the equilibrium flow characteristics in both branches were studied. A linear analysis of the perturbations about the equilibrium solutions was performed to determine the eigenmodes of small-amplitude envelope oscillations of a cold-fluid corkscrewing elliptic beam about its equilibrium.
Excellent agreement was found between the eigenmode calculations and the numerical integration of the generalized envelope equations. All of the eigenmodes were shown to be stable. 
